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Vermont’s Ice Climbing Festival!!!

The 8th Annual Smuggs Ice Bash
was yet again a huge success and a
great event to attend. Every year the
event seems to grow and this year
was no exception. Now in its 4th
year, the Friday night kick-off party
and the East’s only Indoor Drytool
Comp was not to be missed. A live
DJ, drytool routes, demo-tools
and lots of vendors, snacks, and
refreshments meant no matter

what, you were going to have a good
time. The main event, the drytool
comp, kicked-off just after 7pm with
some of the Northeast’s strongest
climbers going head to head on
an indoor drytool route set by
none other than two of Northeast’s
strongest, Peter Kamitses and Matt
McCormick.
The defending champ and
local bouldering hardman, Jake List,

had his work cut out for him this
year as some of North America’s
strongest mixed climbers were in
attendance, Will Mayo and Whit
Magro. Don’t recognize the names?
Look them up, they both have quite
the climbing resumes.
For the women’s line-up,
Andrea Charest had her work cut
out for her to defend the title from
Lindsay Fixmer from Colorado, and
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A FEW THANKS

Crag-VT could not be possible
without the continued support
from our members and volunteers.
Thank you for all of your continued
support. We would like to especially
thank the following:
- Everyone who contributed to the
fall trail day of Upper and Lower
West Bolton and the Bolton Quarry.
- VYCC for continued support and
their willingness to loan us tools
during trail projects.
- Town of Richmond / Camels
Hump Middle School for allowing
us to hold monthly meetings.
- Petra Cliffs for also allowing us to
hold monthly meetings.

Member Benefits
- Appalachian Outdoors: 15% off
anything in their online store using
your member coupon code
- Climb High: 25% off regularly priced
items, some restrictions apply
- EMS: 15% off anything in the store
-Outdoor Gear Exchange: 20% off
Mammut / 10% off other climbing
equipment
-Petra Cliffs: 20% off pre-paid
memberships of 3 months or longer
(does not apply to EFTs); $5 bouldering
on Fridays!; 1st Monday of the month,
CRAG-VT members bring a friend for
free (does not include rental gear or
instruction)!
- Adventure Spirit Rock+Ice+Alpine
Experiences: 10% off the first day of
rock, ice, or alpine guiding/instruction.
Access & Community:
A commitment to protect the unique
climbing resources in our own
backyard. And the opportunity to
connect with the people who care
about climbing in Vermont as much
as you do.

THE CRAG RAG is the official membership

newsletter of Climbing Resource Access Group of
Vermont (CRAG-VT).
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CRAG-VT is run entirely by volunteers. If
you are interested in volunteering or Board
Membership, please contact us!

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CRAGS and
get other great membership benefits when you
join or renew online today at:
WWW.CRAGVT.ORG

CRAG-VT Board Members

Seth Maciejowski - President
Derrek Anderson - Vice President
Andrea Charest - Treasurer
Kel Rossiter - Secretary
Dr. Dick Katzman - LWB Land Steward
David Crothers
Travis Peckham
Tim Farr
Danny Kuzio
Steve Charest
John Casari

Contact Information
PO Box 614
Richmond, VT 05477
INFO@CRAGVT.ORG
WWW.CRAGVT.ORG

MEETINGS

CRAG-VT Typically meets on the first Tuesday of
each month at 6:30pm. The locations do change
and are typically held at either Petra Cliffs in
Burlington, or the Camels Hump Middle School
in Ricmond, VT. The public is always welcome
to attend. Please email or check the website to
confirm the time and date.
Website Hosting provided by Ecopixel
www.ecopixel.com
Newsletter layout by Tim Farr
CRAG-VT Board Member
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Following Saturday’s climbing
in the Notch, Ice Bash festivities
continued at the Smugglers Notch
Inn, located in the quaint village of
Jeffersonville. The night began with
Aspen guide Lindsay Fixmer, who
entertained those in attendance
with an acoustic rendition of a song
she recently wrote celebrating ice
climbing hardwomen, including
Majka Burhardt, Emilie Drinkwater, Ines Papert, Dawn Glanc, and
Vermont’s own Andrea Charest.
Lots of laughs were heard from
the crowd, as Lindsay’s witty lyrics
about women crushing ice resonated with what ice climbers, both
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Alexa Siegel from New Hampshire;
both very strong competitors.
Ultimately Alexa won out narrowly
surpassing Andrea’s high point on
the roof. While all of the competitors
ultimately succumbed to gravity’s
pull, it truly is a sight to be had with
these top level competitors going
head to head against one-another.
Whit Magro took the title
this year with a very strong attempt
falling off after cruising the first twothirds of the route. Second place
was Will Mayo, with an unexpected
pop of his tools, he came up just
shy of Whit’s high point. Mayo was
expected to take first as he had an
outstanding third place finish at the
Ouray Elite Mixed Comp, and third
at the U.I.A.A. Bozeman Elite Mixed
Comp prior in the year. Third place
went to recent transplant from
Colorado and OGE employee Roy
Quanstrom. Roy surprised us all
while looking calm, collected, back
climbing to clip a skipped draw and
ultimately making the route look
like a piece of cake. For someone’s
first time picking up a pair of tools,
he’s someone that could go far in the
mixed climbing scene. Nice job Roy!
The night was a blast with
over 200 spectators, vendors and
competitors packing Petra Cliffs
for the kickoff party. Saturday and
Sunday, the Smuggs Ice Bash moved
up to Jeffersonville and took over
the Smuggs Inn. Despite bitter cold
temps again this year, that didn’t
dissuade too many ice climbers from
tromping into the Notch for some
great climbing. Both days were filled
with Guides and Clinic participants
swinging tools and kicking some
ice while recreational climbers
filled the remaining gullies and

flows testing out some of the latest
equipment from multiple vendors
in attendance for the weekend. This
was the biggest turnout to date for
both participants into the climbing
clinics, as well as recreational
climbers looking to test gear and go
to the evening presentations. And
the good news; it’s only destined to
get better.
- Tim Farr
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male and female, experience. She
followed with a slideshow of climbing and guiding adventures she’s
experienced over the years.
Bozeman’s Whit Magro
followed Lindsay with a slideshow
of his own, documenting climbs
he’s done throughout Canada,
Patagonia, Pakistan, and the US,
but especially at his home crag
of Hyalite Canyon, an area made
famous by Alex Lowe in the 1990s.
One of the many highlights from
Whit’s talk was his impressive
linkup of Hyalite’s Winter Dance
(WI6+ M8 IV) and The Big Sleep
(WI6 M6 IV) this past fall.
A raffle followed the slideshows, leaving many folks smiling
with the new gear they scored. All
proceeds benefited CRAG-VT.
- Ross Perry
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This winter saw a flurry
of activity early on. Exceptional
early season ice gave way to several
new routes and significant repeats
around Vermont and the Northeast.
Matt McCormick seemed to have
a successful winter with three new
routes to his name with various
partners.
First came “Big Bruiser”,
a rediscovered line covering
ground close to the old line “Grand
Contusion” which suffered serious
rock fall a few years ago. Matt
teamed up with local Notch hardman, Alden Pellett, to have a go
and ultimately send this new route.
They gave the route a modest grade
of WI3M6+ and goes in three short
pitches, all worth the effort and one
even, “… involved a fun belly crawlthrough under a roof on top of a huge
block to reach the first belay.” Up
next for Matt was a striking line on
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Matt McCormick and Alden Pellet standing below what would become
the crux pitch of “Big Bruiser”

the Quartz Crack Face. Matt teamed Nation”. Way to go, Matt!
up with New Hampshire local Peter
Another potential new
Doucette to establish “Post Nasal route that went in this year was by
Drip”. This line incorporates pitches David Crothers and party. A thin
of the winter route, “The Snotcicle”, ice line just left of the route “Happy
along with some terrain
Birthday” formed just
This
route
of the rock route, “The
left of a prominent
Quartz Crack” to finally is destined
corner. Dave recalls
end atop the enormous to become a
difficult and hard to
roof and out left on an modern classic. protect mixed climbing
old summer aid line.
up to M4/5 with thin yet
New ground, and ultimately the straight forward ice towards the top.
crucial link of this stellar line, was
Over in New York Ian
the terrain covered from the top of Osteyee and Mark Meschinelli
“The Snotcicle” diagonally across to established what is likely to be one
the crux roof cleft on the summer of the Northeast’s rarest winter
rock route “The Quartz Crack”. Peter lines. “Ruination”, WI6-, climbs
and Matt are some of the strongest incredibly steep and thin ice line
all around climbers in the Northeast just left of the ice route “Stingray”
and they gave the route a modest on Poke-O-Moonshine. Long rungrade of M7WI4+.This route is outs and incredibly thin ice were the
destined to become a modern name of the game and a strong head
classic. Matt then chose to head to and a mastery level skill lent itself to
Snake Mountain where he sent the making this line possible. This line
new route, “Prime Directive”, M10+, will likely not form again for some
left of the existing route “Alien time, and if so, it’s unlikely to see a
4
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Upper Upper West Bolton
saw a flurry of winter activity due
to spectacular ice conditions this
year. Read the Crag Profile for more
information on this spectacular and
under visited cliff. While several of
the Smuggs classic climbs tend to
get frequent activity, don’t be afraid
to step outside of the comfort zone
and explore a new climb. Smugglers’
Notch is full of over 60 documented
winter ice and mixed routes.
This summer and fall also
saw alot of activity with new rock
routes throughout Vermont. Visit
www.vermontrock.com for all the
updates.
- Tim Farr with help from
Climberism, NEice, Matt
McCormick and others

Matt McCormick works the tenuous moves away from
the belay on the new route
“Post Nasal Drip”

Photo: Greg Sprogis

second ascent anytime soon. Nice
work guys!
While the success of new
routing slowed down in Vermont,
attempts and successful ascents
were made around Smuggs and the
Northeast.
Over in New York, the route
“The Fecalator” was successfully
climbed by recent NH Transplant
and now Vermont native Kevin
Mahoney. This is a striking,
traditionally protected mixed route
and no small feat; rated at M10 WI6.
“Tiny Dancer”, a mixed line at Lake
Willoughby was rumored to see an
ascent as well. After potentially 10
years without a repeat, the moderate
two-pitch mixed line “Driech Gully”
in Smugglers’ Notch saw a successful
second ascent by Tim Farr and
party. Many other seldom climbed
routes around Smuggs and even
Bear Notch saw visitors this year
including at least two ascents of the
route “Confusionism” in Smugglers
Notch. Attempts and successes
on some of Smuggs’ harder lines
were made this year too including
many ascents of “Ragnarock” and
“Ragnarock Direct”, “Dominatrix”
and attempts on “Scream Queen”
and several other potential new
routes throughout Vermont and
beyond.
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“Stingray” climbs the incredibly thin smear left of the line the climber is on. A bold lead, unreal conditions and
committing successful ascent made this route possible.
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In the spectrum of climbing in
Bolton, each crag seems to settle
into its own range of grades. If one
lusts after 5.10 face climbing, the
main wall of the 82 Crag cannot be
missed. For steep 5.11 and hard 5.10
climbing, Upper West Bolton shines
and for hard 5.11 and 5.12 terrain;
the steep wall of the 82 Crag will
sate the hardest of the hardcore.
Unfortunately, for the most part,
Bolton's wealth of climbing lies in
the 5.10 and above grades. There
is one crag, however, that fills the
niche for outstanding climbing in
the more moderate grades for both
rock and ice - Upper Upper West
Bolton.
Emerging from vegetated
obscurity in the mid 90’s, Double
Upper was the scene of a number
of bold, runout, loose routes
established by Kristian Barrowman
and Javin Leonard. In those days
bolting in the area was pretty much
unheard of and these early routes
reflected the ethos of the time with
poor gear and wandering routes that
took advantage of any opportunity

for protection. "Johnny Cash" 5.9X,
"ENS" 5.8R, "NightCrawlers" 5.8R
stand as testaments to the style of
these mid 90’s ascents. An adept
ice climber in addition to his rock
climbing talents, Barrowman came
back to the cliff in the colder half
of the year to establish the long
mixed route "Vegetable Garden"
WI3/3+ M4 in the middle of the
cliff, proving that Double Upper had
a lot to offer in the moderate ice and
mixed realm.
Anyone who has spent time
climbing in Bolton will understand
that the cleanest rock in the area
is generally 90 degrees or steeper.
Double Upper stands as an anomaly
to this rule of thumb with most of
the cliff
... Double Upper
pitched
b e t w e e n was the scene
70 and 85 of a number of
d e g r e e s . bold, runout,
With vast loose routes...
areas of
un-protectable 75 degree schist
faces, one had to be bold and risk
almost certain injury in a fall or link

Photo: Tim Farr

together the protectable (usually
vegetated) weaknesses on the cliff.
It seemed almost logical that as
bolting became more prevalent in
the early 2000’s; climbers would
approach Double Upper with a new
eye toward more direct lines. The
early protagonists of this approach,
Eli Worley and Ian Howatt left their
mark on the cliff with routes such
as "Ribbit Ridge" 5.6, "Amphibious
Assault" 5.8 and "Lady Bug" 5.10c
which took more direct lines,
deliberately eschewing the debris
filled corners that had offered the
only hope for protection in the past.
Bolts tamed the heart stopping
runouts, but opened lots of new
terrain and conflict.
Until the guidebook to
Vermont rock climbing was
published in 2012, climbing in Bolton
had always been characterized by
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Mark Klonicke on “Plea Deal” (aka Sling The Horn)
5.8+ 250’
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Bob Zaino on “Master-Debator” 5.8+ 80’

secrecy and lack of information. It
was almost inevitable that the styles
of route development would clash
at some point. Double Upper had
it’s own flashpoint when "ENS" and
"Sling the Horn" were retro-bolted
without the approval of the first
ascent party. For the most part,
tensions have relaxed and Double
Upper has settled into the new
millennium with a style of mixed
bolt and gear routes prevalent,
and the new guidebook removes
confusion about the history of the
climbs.
To this day, great climbs
continue to be established at Double
Upper with routes such as "Milk
Train" 5.8 (2010), "Noises In the
Night" 5.7 (2009), "Reign of Lichen"
5.7 (2013) and "Heavy Weather"
5.9 (2013).
The popularity of
these modern routes demonstrates
that there is a hunger in the local

Photo: Tim Farr
Photo: Seth Maciejowski

climbing community for moderate,
long rock routes.
While the
guidebook has removed some of
the bewilderment, mystique and
adventure still surround the ice and
mixed climbing at Double Upper.
With a high concentration of ice
and mixed routes such as "Everyday
Crisis" WI3, Vegetable Garden
"WI3/3+ M4, "Beckoning Hook" M4
and "The Decalfitator" WI3, Double
Upper deserves more attention from
the ice climbing community. It's
clear from the diversity of great rock,
ice and mixed routes that Double
Upper has settled comfortably into
it’s status as a "moderate mecca".

Eric Seaton follows through scrappy and vegetated
terrain on “Beckoning Hook” M4

-Seth Maciejowski
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Double Upper’s Ice Amphitheater provides the moderate leader with a good handful of routes on a seldom visited
winter playground. A short drive from Burlington and easy approach make this a good alternative to the Bolton
Quarry or Smugglers Notch.

***Double Upper is known to have nesting Peregrine Falcons in the Spring and Summer. Please be mindful and
adhere to any cliff closures during designated nesting season. Visit WWW.CRAGVT.ORG for a list of updated cliff
closures every spring.
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Local Faces:

Larry Boehmler

returned to base camp at 11:30pm.
The ice was iron hard and very dry.
We used cams in the ice cracks or
used old screw holes. There was
constant wind and blowing snow,
we got the full Alaska experience.
It was a long slog that just kept on
going and going. It took 5 hours to
rappel.
What are some other memorable
trips?
In Feb 2005 Dave P and I
were climbing Mindbender & Plug
& Chug (Plug & Chug one of my
favorite climbs) and there was this
Canadian who was taking pictures.
That Canadian was Bert Cote who

“Valhalla” is one of New England’s most dramatic lines.
A great write-up can be found in An Ice Climber’s
Guide to Northern New England, 3rd. Ed. pg.242

Photo: Larry Boehmler

Do you climb both rock and ice?
In 2001 I took an ice
climbing clinic taught by Jon Sykes
(author of Secrets of the Notch)
and his partners Gareth S and Mike
L. After three clinics I hired Jon to
take me up the Black Dike, I led the
last pitch, my first lead. After that
Jon took me under his wing and we
climbed two to three times a week
for about four years. We did over
70 first ascents mostly on rock. In
February of 2001 Jon S., Eric P., and
Shad L. did the FA of Valhalla grade
6 ice. Three days later we returned
with Will M. who led, followed by
Criss M and me. Will did the first
ascent rock finish, and confirmed
it was a grade 6. My first year of
climbing and I did a grade 6 ice, I

was very excited.
I’ve heard you climbed the Moose’s
Tooth in Alaska. After your first
year of ice climbing, could you tell
me about it?
In April 2002 Jon S, Garreth
S., Mike P. and I climbed in the
Moose’s Tooth. Mike and I did Ham
& Eggs. When we left base camp
at 6am, it was 0 degrees and we

Photo: Larry Boehmler

When did you start climbing? How
did you get into it?
I started rock climbing in
1997; I took a course at the University of Alaska in Anchorage. The
instructor suggested we (my wife &
I) spend the winter in Joshua Tree
National Park, so we did. Climbed
there January, February, and March.
We then climbed a couple weeks in
Red Rocks then to Heuco Tanks in
Texas. We now had a Grandson so
we moved back to VT.

Photo: Larry Boehmler

We were fortunate enough to catch up with Larry Boehmler,
a Southern Vermont climber, to hear about some of the trips
he’s taken and climbing experiences he’s had. Larry’s story is
made all the more interesting by the fact that he didn’t even
start climbing until he was in his fifties! Larry now lives in
Springfield, VT and works at Black River Produce.

Approaching the Mooses Tooth for the route “Ham and
Eggs” via the Root Canal Glacier.
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What would you consider
to be your greatest climbing
accomplishment?
My
greatest
climbing
accomplishment was leading a
grade 6 after I turned 60. I was very
fortunate to have some of the best
climbing partners you could have.
Without them I would never have
been able to accomplish as much as
I did.

Larry B. on “Way in the Wilderness”

down. We were right on the edge, in
another minute or two Dave would
have been in it and would have been
washed over the edge. It washed out
the ice that we climbed up on, so we
had to find another way down. Dave
knew there was a bolted climb some
where below us. It was starting to
get dark but we all had headlamps.
Dave rappelled and found the bolts
and Matt followed. We had to go
through lots of brush and when I
came to the edge of the cliff I pulled
the knot down and rappelled to
Dave. The rope got caught so we
had to cut the rope and make several
short rappels to the ground.
Does one of these stick out more
than others?
One of my most memorable
climbs was Way in the Wilderness,
with Bert C, and Bernard M. The
upper curtain was so fragile I had
to peck holes in the ice for my front
points of my crampons.

Do you still get out and climb?
My 91-year-old Mother
lives with us now so my climbing is
mostly over. I still work full time and
have a wood shop where I spend lots
of time.
- As told to Danny Kuzio

Photo: Larry Boehmler
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became my main ice climbing
partner. In 2006 Bert C and I took
an ice climbing trip to Mont Saint
Pierre. We climbed 5 grade 5's, one
grade 6 (I had just turned 60 years
old and led my first grade 6) and
some 4+.
In 2008 George A (My sons
age) and I climbed The Gentleman,
Bullwinkle and The Promenade in
one day. In 2009 Bert and I made
another ice climbing trip in Quebec.
In 2010 George A and I climbed
Mindbender, Call of the Wild, Plug
& Chug, & Renorm in one day.
In 2010 Bert C and I took an iceclimbing trip to Banff National Park.
We climbed Professor Falls, an 800'
climb. Lake Louise Falls, Wicked
Wands (picture of this climb is on
the front cover of Alpinist 29) and
several other climbs.
In Feb 2010 Dave P, Matt E,
and I climbed Aurora Direct. This
ice climb is way up on Mt Pisgah, it
takes a few pitches of mixed climbing
to get to the ice. Matt led and did
a great job. After climbing the ice
(we still had a long way down) when
there was an ice dam that broke high
above us and tons of water came

The Official Membership Newsletter of CRAG-VT

With his climbing days slowing down, on his free time
Larry can be found in his woodshop creating beautiful
pieces of woodwork such as this.

“Wicked Wanda” in the Canadian Rockies.
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As we enter the spring season, we
can plan on several things in the
Northeast; our favorite ice climbs
will delaminate and fade away, pot
holes and mud riddled roads will
shake our cars to pieces, an excess
of maple syrup will appear on our
breakfast tables and of course our
rock climbing gear will be dusted
off and prepped for that early
season climbing excursion. With
the welcomed arrival of warmer
weather after a hideously cold
winter, many of us are excited to
explore our favorite crags and tick
off that unfinished project from last
fall. However we are not alone in our
interest of returning to our beloved
cliffs, as we are very much joined
by our avian friend, the Peregrine
Falcon (Falco Peregrinus).
Returning
from
their
southern wintering habitats, these
crow sized adults with long pointed

Photo: Tim Farr
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wings and a rounded tail often to balance the spatial demands of
return to their same annual nesting the peregrines with the recreational
spots, along with their life mate, to demand of outdoor enthusiasts,
reproduce and incubate their young. closures imparted by the Vermont
Mating season typically lasts from Department of Fish and Wildlife and
late March through May, but chick state biologists, look to quarantine a
rearing can extend as far as late July. balance of habitat to preserve this
Nests are most commonly found species while also supporting the
on cliff edges, usually underneath outdoor recreation culture. As is
overhangs, where females can create often the debate, is conservation the
a scrape, or a shallow hollow in answer or do human priorities come
loose soil or vegetation in which to first?
lay her eggs. It is during this time
As a climber, I find myself
that the parents may be the most often impatient and intolerant of
protective of their rearing habitat the spatial and temporal demands
and the distinctive high pitched and of this vulnerable species. However
prolonged, “kek-kek-kek”, which I’ve come to reflect on the history
signifies danger, may be common of this resilient creature and find
to
hear.
that humans are
As
a
climber,
I
find
myself
While
their
highly
capable
diet consists
of
impairing
its
often impatient and
primarily of
success. After the
intolerant
of
the
spatial
and
other
birds,
implementation
peregrines are temporal demands of this of DDT and
precariously
other
noxious
vulnerable species.
located at the
pesticides in the
top of their complex food chain and 1940’s, the peregrine population
signify important bio-indicators of suffered a significant decline. Biotheir habitat, making the peregrine accumulation of the DDT toxin
a natural barometer for the impaired the thickness of peregrine
environmental health of the region. egg shells, creating a calcium
With some of our cliffs inefficiency which typically resulted
occupied from April to July at a in the failure of the shells during
minimum, it’s been essentially incubation. The decline of the birds
taboo in the past to address the was dramatic and the last wild
state of the peregrine population in adult in the East was observed in
a room full of climbers. Peregrines Vermont in the 1970’s. During that
are territorial during breeding same year peregrines became listed
season and may require more than as a federal protected species under
1km (.62m) between nest sites to the Endangered Species Act.
ensure food security. In an effort
Since that time DDT and
10
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pesticides have been outlawed while
stringent protections and release
programs have been installed to
regenerate the population in the
Eastern United States. The peregrine
has successfully been reestablished
in the East and removed from
the federal list of endangered and
threatened species in 1999 as well as
the Vermont state list of endangered
species in 2005. Of the 38 Vermont
nesting sites monitored in 2013,
21 mating pairs produced a total
of over 50 fledgling chicks. While
this does not mark a record for
nesting pairs or fledglings hatched,
the rate of growth amongst the
species does show a stable increase
since peregrines were released in
the state in 1984. Thus the species
is considered recovered; yet their
success is dependent on their
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monitoring, nest site protection
and the efficiency in public
education and protection. As with
most conservational issues, the
importance of public support with
this issue couldn’t be any higher.
In the light of today’s
climbing community, I couldn’t
be anymore inspired. While the
stigma of the difficult to manage
peregrine persists, community
support continues to grow. The
climbing community should take
pride in the successful rehabilitation
of the peregrine population as its
restoration is in part due to the
watchful eye and diligent protection
by the climbing community. I can
honestly be hopeful for this species
and others like it, because I know
that our climbing community has
chosen to place conservation issues
in front of their climbing projects,

and in the large part, patience
has outlasted intolerance. As we
enter another rearing season I
look forward to exploring new and
different climbing terrain, while
our avian friends employ our local
hotspots, and returning to my
fall projects with the delightful
knowledge that the outstanding
climbing community, that I like to
consider myself apart of, has again
made a difference in the ecological
balance of our habitat. Thanks
belongs to all of you climbers that
provide the peregrines with their
necessary space this hatching season
and I look forward to exploring new
territories with all of you in the
meantime.
- Taylor Luneau

Support Vermonts Climbing Future
Join, Donate or Renew Today!

We fully appreciate your support of CRAG-VT. And, CRAG-VT is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization so
your contribution may qualify for a tax deduction. Thank you for valuing the protection and stewardship of
Vermont’s climbing resources and for making an investment in Vermont’s climbing future!
Get a CRAG-VT membership for only $25.00 for a year. Donations graciously accepted.
Please Check: ___ New Membership
___ Donation
___ Membership Renewal
Name (Please Print) :________________________________________________
Email Address: _____________________________________________________
Please make check payable to “CRAG-VT” 		
Mail form to: CRAG-VT
										P.O. Box 614
Amount Enclosed: $____________						Richmond, VT 05477
If it is a membership, please indicate: (1) the Member Name to appear on the membership card; and (2) the
email address to which the card should be sent. Questions? Contact: Info@cragvt.org
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